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this year’s conference is an extension of our 2015 programme. we aim to provide an unrivalled educational experience for schools and universities, especially those focusing on mfl, which is one of the fastest growing areas of the music sector. this year's programme
will be presented by world renowned musicians, teachers, composers and educationalists, plus leading experts on 21st century music and pedagogy from around the globe. a few feedback points: on our website, you can enter the zip code for your home state and we
will show you registered mfl-related events in your area. in our ipad app and web app, if you set up your device to use your connected wi-fi or mobile connection, and you're near a participating building, then you can tap the "nearby" button to see the events in your

area. if the building is not connected to a wi-fi network, however, then you can't tap the "nearby" button. there are some buildings in our area that only charge for wi-fi, but other building that only charge for mobile data. we are not aware of this being the case in
your area. the conference programme outlines the planned events by day and time and also provides the following: speakers and dates of their keynotes; all programmed events will be mentioned on the event page for the week, with more details available on the
event pages for each day. as the conferences progress, there will be an up to date map available on the event pages. if you’re unable to make a particular session, you can still find out more from the speaker details pages. the name of the conference and day are

mentioned on each page.
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1 expo 1- module 1 (units 1 6) (complete by term of the autumn term) unit 1 (simple introductions )
unit 2 (items in pencil case), unit 3 (numbers 1-20, be able to give own age) unit 4 (days of the week,
months of the year and birthday) unit 5 (classroom instructions) unit 6 (colours) ict lesson to enrol on

vle programme kesmoodle (ict in mfl topic 1) ict lesson on kesmoodle expo 1, module 1 (ict in mfl,
information finding) page 24 and 25 jai onze ans jai une trousse (je n ai pas de ) un/une le/la/une

gomme bleue the definite and indefinite article adjective agreements (colours after nouns) subject
pronouns (je/tu) homework from kesmoodle (ict in mfl scheme of work). coloured work sheets can be

used to introduce classroom language. there are many opportunities for students to earn free or
discounted sky tv products and services. students and teachers can get the best price by joining the
sky extras loyalty programme for students, teachers and families with sky tv. you can join for free by

visiting the sky extras page on the web or download the sky extras app for apple or android
smartphones and tablets. i am so very grateful to joao and monika, the owners of our apartment, for
making me feel so welcome, for their help with every aspect of my studies. they gave me lifts to and

from the clues, and helped me with my spanish, and to organise things for my trip to poland. i know it's
only my first year, but i know i'll never forget them. this year is an important one for me, as i will be

living with my boyfriend. i'm so thankful to everyone who supported me, and told me to go!
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